By switching between adaptive filter algorithmdstructures we can have an adaptive filter system that produces fast convergence and low mean square error (USE). An adaptive filter algorithdstructure for which convergence is not affected by the eigenvalue ratio of the input is used to produce fast convergence, while an adaptive filter that yields low MSE, low computational load, and good numerical stability is used otherwise. Switching is done when the fast convergence structure has converged, as defined by the average squared error being small and approximately constant for several iterations. By applying a computationally reduced order technique, we can also reduce the computational load and force the switching structure to reach the steady state faster.
Introduction
An adaptive filter adjusts its parameters based on its input and the desired signal. A typical block diagram is shown in Figure 1 . Because of its selfdefining characteristic, the adaptive filter is very suitable for applications where complete statistical knowledge of the environment is not available 131. An adaptive filter algorithm/structure aimed at fast convergence usually exhibits large MSE, while, on the other hand, an adaptive filter algorithm/structure aimed at low MSE usually exhibits slow convergence. Attempts at coping with these apparently incompatible characteristics have not yet produced satisfying results
121, 141, [a
We present an adaptive filter system that chooses between two adaptive filter algorithms/structures, one intended to yield fast convergence, called "fast convergence structure", the other intended to produce low MSE, called "low MSE structure". The switching mechanism decides which algorithm/structure is operational. For example, during the transient state, the system uses the "fast convergence structure" to reach the convergence state as fast as possible, and after its convergence, the system switches to the "low MSE structure".
For the "fast convergence structure", least squares based and lattice based algorithms are good choices because their convergence characteristics are not affected by the eigenvalue ratio of the autocorrelation matrix of the input signal. For the "low MSE structure" we choose the transversal least-mean-squares (LMS) algorithm because it is computationally simple, produces low MSE for a small step-size, and is numerically robust.
We also apply a computationally reduced order technique when switching to the "low MSE structure". By using only those tap-weights which exceed some threshold in the actual filtering process, the computational load is reduced.
For experiments, we use switching structures consisting of the recursive least squares lattice joint process (RLSL-JP) algorithm together with the transversal LMS algorithm, abbreviated as RLSL-JP/TLMS, and the gradient adaptive lattice joint process (GAL-JP) algorithm together with the transversal LMS algorithm, abbreviated as GAL-JP/TLMS. The results for RLSL-JP/TLMS are compared with those for RLSL-Jp, and the results for GAL-JP/TLMS are compared with those for GAL-JP.
MSE Summarv

The TLMS Algorithm
The TLMS algorithm is based on the use of the instantaneous value of the gradient, to recursively compute the solution of the Wiener Filter. The TLMS algorithm is expressed as:
where d(n) is the desired response, y(n) is the estimate of the desired response, e(n) is the error, &(n) is the estimate of the tap-weight vector, g, , (n) is the tap-input vector, o(n) is the observation noise, and p is the stepsize.
To guarantee that the LMS algorithm converges, the step-size p, should satisfy [3]:
where AmW is the maximum eigenvalue of the autocorrelahon matrix R of the input signal, k is equal to 1 for the complex LMS algorithm, and k is equal to 2 for the real LMS algorithm.
The final MSE value J,, for LMS is where Jmin is the variance of the observation noise which is equal to the Wiener filter MSE. Note that for small p, J, approaches Jmin.
The RLSL-JP Algorithm
The structure of RLSL-JP is shown in Figure 2 . The regression coefficients g(n) , are adapted to minimize the sum of weighted squared errors. We use RLSL-JP using a priori errors with error feedback [5].
The final MSE value J, , for RLSL-JP is [7] :
where a is the forgetting factor, Jmin is the variance of the observation noise, and m is the order of the filter. From (7) we see that the MSE for RLSL-JP increases witn the order. This is true if the order in RLSL-Jp is equal to or higher than the order of the unknown plant.
Otherwise there will be an additional error caused by underdetermined parametric estimation, so that it is possible, and even likely, that the MSE of a lower order RLSL-JP is higher than the MSE of a higher order RLSL-JP. 
The GAL-JP Algorithm
The structure of GAL-JP is the same as for RLSL-JP in Figure 2 . However, GAL-JP uses a gradient algorithm to adapt its regression coefficients g(n). which is equal to the final MSE value for RLSL-JP.
Convergence Summarv
The TLMS Algorithm
The approximate maximum time constant, 7-, for convergence in the mean for TLMS is [3]:
Replacing p with the upper limit in (4), we get:
where (R) is the eigenvalue ratio of the autocorrelation matrix R of the input data, and A, is the minimum eigenvalue of the autocorrelation matnx R.
From (10) we see that the convergence of TLMS is af€ected by the input signal. For illconditioned input signals, TLMS converges very slowly. 
The RLSL-JP
Lattice to Transversal Conversion
&(n) = E W T(n)
When we switch from a lattice to a transversal structure, we have to convert the regression coefficients of the lattice structure. The conversion takes place after the lattice joint process structure has converged. Figure 1 . Using the input vector u(n) and the desired signal d(n), the adaptive filter adapts its parameters to identify the unknown plant. For the experiments, the unknown plant will also be changed by changing its gain. The purpose of changing the gain of the unknown plant is to test the ability of the adaptive filter to track abrupt changes of the unknown plant. The gain change of the unknown plant from 1 to -1 is shown in Figure 3 . This change is considered a fast change.
Switching Mechanism
Let us fllfnmarize the switching mechanism:
1.
2.
3.
4.
at the beginning of operation the "fast convergence structure" is working, the total output error eT(n) is monitored, which equals the 512 sample average of the square of e,(n), the error of the "fast convergence structure"; after the "fast convergence structure" has converged, the system switches to the "low MSE structure". The coefficients of the "fast convergence structure" are transformed, if necessary, and copied into the "low MSE structure". The total output error eT(n) is taken from the error of the "low MSE structure" e2(n), so that the average of the square of e2(n> is now monitored; if there is a change in the desired signal d(n), indicated by an increase of the error el (n) in excess of 4 dB, the adaptation of the "low MSE structure" is inhibited. The system enters a transition period in which the "fast convergence structure" and the inhibited "low MSE structure" are running in parallel; if, at the end of the transition period, the average square of the output error of the "fast convergence structure" el (n) is decreasing, meaning that the "fast convergence structure" is converging, then the "fast convergence structure" will take over because it is then assumed that there is a change in the system to be identified, and the process is as described under 1. If, however, the average squared output error of the "fast convergence structure" el (n ) does not decrease, this means that the "fast convergence structure" is not converging, so that most probably the change is caused by an increase in the observation noise, while the system to be identified did not change. If this happens, the "low MSE structure" will take over and continue to work as a fixed filter using the old parameters while the total output error el (n) will be based on e2(n), i.e. the "low MSE structure." The switching system adapts its parameters again after the total output error eT (n) decreases in excess of 4 dB, which indicates a decrease in the observation noise.
Simulation Results
RLSL-JP/TLMS versus RLSL-JP
The results for RLSL-JP/TLMS and RLSL-JP for white Gaussian noise (WGN) input are shown in Figures  4 and 5. The behavior of the algorithms without an abrupt change in the plant is shown before iteration 2,500. MSE for RLSL-JP/IZMS is -59 dB and for RLSL-JP it is -50 dB. The forgetting factor a is .95, the step-size p for TLMS is .0005, and the order of the filter is 256. The MSE is an ensemble average over 10 independent trials.
When the unknown plant changes at iteration 2,500, RLSL-P/TLMS and RLSL-JP converge almost at the same rate. However, RLSL-P/TLMS yields a smaller MSE eventually.
The result using the computationally reduced order technique is shown in Figure 6 . There is an immediate drop when switching to the computationally reduced order TLMS. This is because TLMS now uses 23 nonzero coefficients for the actual filtering process out of the available 256.
GAL-JP/TLMS versus GAL-JP
The results for GAL-JP/TLMS and GAL-JP using WGN, for an unchanging plant, are shown in Figures 7 and 8 before iteration 4,000. The forgetting factor a for the GAL-JP algorithm is .99995; any a less than .99995 causes GAL-JP to diverge after several iterations. For GAL-JP/TLMS, the forgetting factor a is .9999. We can use a equal to .9999 because before GAL-JP diverges, the switching system switches to TLMS. Meanwhile, the step-size p for TLMS is .0003. The order of the filter is 64. By comparing Figures 7 and 8 , we see that GAL-JP/TLMS reaches a somewhat lower MSE than GAL-JP does for the same iteration number, which is expected since GAL-JP uses a higher a. At iteration 4,000 MSE for GAL-JP/TLMS is -51.6 dB and for GAL-JP it is -47 dB. Actually, MSE for GAL-JP will eventually be closer to J, than MSE for GAL-JP/TLMS, as follows from (8).
The unknown plant changes at iteration 4,000 and we see that GAL-JP does not seem to converge as shown in Figure 8 . This is because a is close to 1, indicating a long memory, and GAL-JP has already converged to the old plant. Conversely, GAL-JPIIZMS converges fast as shown in Figure 7 , because it reinitializes.
Conclusion
The switching adaptive filter structure produces faster convergence andor lower MSE, in a system identification context, than the non-switching algorithm. The switching structure can also handle a change from one unknown plant to another. By using the computationally reduced order technique, we can also accelerate the adaptive filter system reaching its steady state.
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